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Rabbi Michael S. Beals November 12, 2008

Lillian Becker Zeid

Leah bat Mordecai u’Batya

May 8, 1918 – November 10, 2009

V’yihiyu chayei Sara meah shana v’esareem shana v’sheva shanim, sh’nay

chayei Sara.

“And it came to pass that the years of Sarah life were one hundred years

and twenty years and seven years, and this was the lifetime of Sara.”

Vatahmat Sara.

“And Sara died.”

First of all, how simply amazing it is that Lillian Zeid died during the week

when we read about the death of the Jewish religion’s first matriarch in the Torah

portion selected for this Shabbat. Because for Meredith and Hayim, they are

marking the loss of their family’s matriarch as well. Rashi, the 11th century rabbi

and biblical commentator, remarks that the Torah text is very deliberate in

breaking down Sara’s life into these distinct segments: 100 years and 20 years and

seven years, after all, the text could have just as easily said: “Sara was 127 years
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old and she died.” But Rashi believes each year marks a milestone, or significant

turning point, in Sara’s life. He writes, “at 100 years of age she had the beauty of

a 20 year-old, and at 20 she had the innocence of a seven-year-old.” So too, as

we talk about Lillian, we can understand her life as falling into distinct, unique

segments, each special and worth mentioning.

So the first part of her life we will simply call “childhood.” Lillian was one of

five children born into the upper middle class, very observant, North East

Philadelphia home of Max and Bertha Becker. Lillian had two older siblings, Sarah

and Blanche, and two younger siblings, Benjamin and Lovetta. Of the original five

Becker sibs, only Benny is still with us, and he is in far-away Florida and unable to

be with us this morning, but he is in our thoughts and blessings. Lillian’s father,

Max, was a furrier and also a Cohen, a high priest in the Jewish faith. He had a

position of respect in his North-East Philly synagogue. Lillian inculcated this

respect for her religion by ensuring that her own son would also receive a

wonderful Jewish education, and he, in turn, would instill this love of Judaism in

his own daughter, Meredith, also known as “This Year’s High Holy Day Family

Service Leader” – thus proving the adage, l’dor va-dor, from generation to

generation.
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Throughout the years, Lillian, perhaps owing to her birth order, as the

middle child, ensured that that all the siblings stayed together. Although she

sometimes kvetched about it, she was the one who served as the Becker family

peace maker, the glue that kept them all together. As a result of this early

experience, for Lillian, aside from Judaism, her most fundamental value in her life

was Family. And so, then, it should come of no surprise that this value, too, was

passed down throughout the generations, resulting in Meredith, and her

husband, Hayim, stepping up to the plate, serving as Lillian’s primary caretaker in

the last part of her life. Because for Meredith, too, her fundamental value is

family – l’dor va-dor, from generation to generation.

Lillian completed the first part of her education by going to an upper crust

finishing school, where she learned all the social graces, and from there, it was on

to business school.

From here we enter the second part of Lillian’s life, which can be

summarized in a word: WANNAMAKER’S. She started at the bottom rung of this

first-rate Philadelphia department store, as a salesgirl on the floor. But through

diligence and persistence, she made her way to the top, as the Lead Fashion

Buyer. She relished her position of fashion authority, putting the fashion dictators
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of Meade Enterprises featured in the ABC runaway comedy, Ugly Betty, to shame.

In her later years, she would regale her granddaughter, Meredith, with stories of

how she would take New York City by storm, choose ten of the very best dress

lines in one fell swoop for the Philadelphia Wannamaker’s flagship store. Her

choices defined women’s fashion in the Delaware Valley. She worked for

Wannamaker’s for decades. Lillian took everything she learned at Finishing

School and at Business School and applied it to her job at Wannamakers. She

took everything she learned working at Wannamaker’s and applied it to her

family.

And from here, we enter a third stage of Lillian’s life: her first marriage to

Harry Schultz. She married Harry in the early 40’s. Her high standards as a

perfectionist, honed on the job at Wannamakers, put her in a direct collision-

course with Harry. The very best thing to come out of this marriage occurred in

1942. It was the birth of her only child, a son, Alan, the apple of her eye, the

jewel in her crown. To Lillian, her Alan could do no wrong, and God-help the

woman who would marry him, because no one would EVER be good enough for

her Alan, or was it that no one would ever be good enough for Lillian? Hmm.

Following through on her respect for Judaism, learned at her father’s knee, Lillian
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ensured that Alan had a good Jewish education culminating in a bar mitzvah.

Meredith would continue to wear her beloved father’s bar mitzvah tallit, for the

sentimental value it held for her, all the way up until just last year, when it finally

gave out. Alan, and his wife, Barbara, would bless Lillian with the only

granddaughter she would ever have, Meredith. And both Barbara, and later

Meredith, would attempt to make their peace with Lillian’s critical eye,

uncensored opinions, and impossibly high standards. This phase of Lillian’s life

was not easy on the Schultz women. But it wasn’t easy for Lillian either. For in

1993, the unimaginable happened. Lillian found herself at the graveside of her

only son. It wasn’t supposed to happen like this. Children are not supposed to

predecease their parents. But at the age of fifty Alan was dead, and so ends

another stage in Lillian’s life.

The fourth stage of Lillian’s life was by far, the happiest. We can summarize

it in two words, or rather two names: Albert Zeid. She met Albert on a fix-up

date, arranged, if you can follow this, through Meredith’s mother’s brother’s

wife’s mother, Etta. God bless Etta. She worked along side Albert at Penn Fruit,

and Etta played the role of shadchan, of matchmaker, perfectly. Etta knew Albert

and Lillian were well-suited for each other. Both had a love for the finer things in
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life, be it attending shows, eating out, and traveling, especially to Las Vegas and

Atlantic City, two of their favorite destinations. They courted for what was a

matter of just months and married in 1973. Their 33 years together were

extremely happy, and I was privileged to have officiated at Albert’s funeral at this

very spot at Roosevelt Memorial Park, back in 2006. Only death could part them,

and I would like to think they are now together again.

We will call the fifth and final stage of Lillian’s life, simply “Life after Albert.

“ Meredith and Hayim, who Lillian early-on came to regard as her only grandson,

took on the roles of her caretaker, and had her moved to the Kutz Home in

Wilmington. Meredith shared with me that over the years her grandmother’s

disposition sweetened, and her critical Wannamaker Fashion Dictator melted

away to be replaced by a kind, gracious, appreciative older woman. She regarded

the Kutz Home as an Elder Summer Sleep Away Camp, a sort-away Jewish

Catskills Resort along the Delaware River. She was the darling of the Kutz Home

staff, who found her adorable. The women staff would come to her for fashion

advice, and she, in turn, would tell them how to successfully accessorize their

outfits.
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In her later years, Lillian would become very philanthropic, with her

charities ranging from the World Wildlife Fund to the U.S. Olympics Committee.

Lillian also remembered her roots, giving generously to the Jewish Federation of

Philadelphia. She was also a strong supporter of the Jewish War Veterans, in part,

out of her respect for her husband, Albert’s, military service to our country. With

this in mind, and with Veteran’s Day just yesterday, Meredith and Hayim moved

their Wilmington Jewish Community Memorial Service at Congregation Beth

Shalom from tonight, when a documentary featuring Delaware’s Jewish War

Veterans is to be screened at our local JCC, to tomorrow morning, at 7:30 pm, so

as not to draw anyone from this Jewish War Veterans salute. How thoughtful.

For our biblical matriarch, Sara, whose death we recall in this week’s Torah

portion, family was everything. There wasn’t anything Sara would not do to

protect and ensure the well-being of her only son, Isaac. And so, too, for Lillian,

there wasn’t anything she would not do for her son, Alan. Like our Biblical

matriarch, for Lillian, family was everything. Our matriarch, Sara, ensured the

continuity of the Jewish people, through the Jewish education she gave to her

son, Isaac, who would pass it down to his son, Jacob. And so, too, did Lillian pass

down Jewish education to her only son, Alan, and he in turn, passed it down to his
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only child, Meredith. Both Sara and Lillian were matriarchs. And both would be

sorely missed by their descendants. May God send comfort to both Meredith and

Hayim at their time of loss, and may Lillian’s memory be forever for a blessing,

and let us say, amen.


